FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Deuter

AViANT Voyager 60 + 10 SL
Black
$499.99 $344.90

Details

Specifications

Comfortably carry what you need for your international
expedition, with the slim-fitting AViANT Voyager 60+10 SL
from Deuter. This bag features a slimline fit, so it has a
shorter back length making it more comfortable for those with
a smaller frame. The adjustable lid on this pack allows for
extra room, the front opening gives you easier access and
the bottom compartment has a removable separator to help
with load placement. It's got a contact back system with an
adjustable back length, and a flexible X frame with ergonomic
hip fins to efficiently transfer weight. To protect your pack
from rain or damage, just pop on the transport cover, and
keep your essentials you want to access easily in the two
external pockets. The Voyager also comes with an integrated
daypack for sightseeing or day trips, which features a padded
laptop cover and an external zipped valuables pocket for
convenience. Practical, easy to pack and comfortable, the
AViANT Voyager 60+10 SL from Deuter is perfect for
globetrotting. Slimline fit with shorter back length Contact
back system with spring steel frame & adjustable back length
Ergonomic hip fins with zipped valuables pocket Separate
bottom compartment Transport and rain cover Front opening
for easy access Two external pockets for storage Adjustable
lid for extra volume External compression straps Lid pocket
with key and zippered compartment Daypack with external
zipped valuables pocket and padded 13” laptop compartment

Snowys Code:

145201

Supplier Code:

3513120-7000-0

In Use Dimensions:

32L x 28W x 80H cm

Capacity:

60 + 10 L

Material:

600D Polyester | PFC Free

Frame Material:

Spring Steel

Harness:

SL Women&#39;s Fit Carry System |
Multi Stage VariQuick | Flexible XFrame | 3D Airmesh Contact System |
Hip Belt

Laptop Compartment:

Yes, in Daypack

Sternum Strap:

Adjustable

Smartphone
Compatibility:

NFC Technology

Weight:

2.730 Kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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